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HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE FOR A GAS
TO FILL A POROUS CONTAINER?

CARMEN CORTÁZAR AND MANUEL ELGUETA

(Communicated by John Trangenstein)

Abstract. Let us consider the problem ut(x, t) = Aum(x, t) for (jc , f) 6

D x [0, +00), u'x, 0) = u0{x) for x e D, and (dum/dn)(x, t) = h(x, t)

for {x, t) 6 dD x [0, +oc). Here we assume D C RN , m > 1 , u0 > 0, and

h > 0. It is well known that solutions to this problem have the property of

finite speed propagation of the perturbations. By this we mean that if z is an

interior point of D and exterior to the support of uq , then there exists a time

T(z) > 0 so that u{z, t) = 0 for t < T(z) and u(z, t) > 0 for t > T(z).

In this note we give, in an elementary way, an upper bound for T{z) for

the case of bounded convex domains and in the case of a half space.

1. Introduction

The standard model for the flow of gas through a porous medium stands

as follows. Suppose we have a gas in a container that we model as a region

D c RN . Let us denote by u(x, i) the density of the gas on the point x at the
instant /. Analogously we denote by p(x, t) and v(x, t) its pressure and its

velocity, respectively.
The law of conservation of mass implies

(1.1) ut + div(uv) = 0,

and on the other hand, Darcy's law states that

(1.2) v = -grad(p).

Combining (1.1) and (1.2) we obtain

(1.3) ut = di\(ugrad(p))

The usual assumption is now that the pressure is proportional to a power of the
density, for example p = um~x, with m > 1. Substituting this in (1.3) we get,

up to a multiplicative constant, ut = Aum . Taking into consideration the initial

distribution of the gas and the boundary conditions, we are led to consider the
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following problem as a model for the flow of gas in a porous container:

(1.4) ut = A(um) in D x [0,+00),

(1.5) u(x, 0) = uo(x) on D,

dum
(1.6) au(x, t) + b-r-=r(x, t) = h(x, t) on dDx [0, +00),

on

where D c RN is a domain with smooth boundary.

For a general review on the above-stated and related problems we refer to

[A].
One important feature of the solutions, actually weak solutions, of this prob-

lem is that perturbations propagate with a finite speed. By this we understand

that if z e intD and z is exterior to the support of uq , then there exists a

time T(z) so that u(z, t) = 0 Vr < T(z) and u(z, t) > 0 for t > T(z). See

[CF] for the case of the Cauchy problem in RN . The time T(z) represents the

time it takes the gas to reach the point z .
The aim of this note is to give an estimate for the time T(z) in terms of

the initial and the boundary data. In the case of the Cauchy problem in RN

the Harnack's type inequality that appears in [AC] gives not only an estimate

for T(z) but also a lower bound for the density u(z, t) in terms of the initial

data. The last-mentioned inequality has been used in [CVW] to study the free

boundary of solutions of ( 1.4) for the Cauchy problem in RN .

2. The Neumann problem in bounded convex domains

In this section we assume that D is a bounded convex domain in RN with

smooth boundary and that a = 0 and b = 1 in (1.6). Moreover, we suppose
that the initial condition w0 and the boundary data h are nonnegative smooth

functions. Under these hypotheses it is a consequence of the maximum principle

that the solution u(x, t) is nonnegative.
For any z e D consider the function W(x, z) = l/||z - jcH^ and define

(2.1) R(t)= ( u(y,t)W(y,z)dy.
JD

We assume that z does not belong to the support of un . We note that R(t)

is finite as long as t < T(z) and it becomes +00 for t > T(z). Therefore, we
can estimate T(z) by estimating the blow-up time for the quantity R(t).

In what follows all the calculations we will make can be justified as long as

z does not belong to the support of «(•, t).
The usual computations using Stokes's Theorem give

(2.2)

dR
dt

=  [ um(y,t)AW(y,z)dy
JD

+ 1   dUm^,t]W(y,z)dy- (   um(y,t)^(y,z)dy.
JdD dn JdD °n

Since D is convex, the exterior normal derivative of W is nonpositive, so

the last term on the right of (2.2) can be dropped to obtain

(2.3) ^ > / um(y, t)AW(y, z)dy + f   ^^iJlw(y, z)dy.
dt     JD JdD      dn
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We observe now that as a consequence of Holder's inequality we have

m

m-X '

N

(2.4)   /„-(,,,)a^.z)^> 'ffi^y-y;Jo (SD(iwy/{m~l)(y^)dy)

Substituting (2.4) into (2.3) and recalling that  W(y, z) = l/\\y - z\\N, we
obtain

(2.5) é*>C(z)Rm(t) +j   h(y,z)W(y,z)dy,

where

n v     _2N_
L'[Z)       (JD\\Z - y\\(2-N(m-X))/(m-X)}m-X-

We can get now the desired estimate from (2.5) as follows.

Fix to < T(z). Dropping the first term in the right-hand side of (2.5) and
integrating from 0 to to we get

(2.6) R(t0) > P [  h(y, t)W(y, z)dydt + R(0).
JO    JdD

Dropping the second term in the right-hand side of (2.5) and integrating from
to to / we obtain

(2.7) Rm~x(t) > l_C{z){m_l)Rm-x{ÍQ){í_íoy

Now (2.7) and (2.6) provide the following estimate for T(z) :

(\  m—X

¿llz-rll«-"1"-"'"-'»«*?

for any 0 < t0 < T(z).

In order to give an idea about the meaning of (2.8) we consider the spe-

cial case when the Neumann boundary data is independent of time, that is,
h(x, t) = h(x), and the initial condition vanishes.  With these assumptions,

taking to = XT(z) with 0 < X < 1 in (2.8), we get

(2.9)

fTYrfV < 1 1 /r/fl||2-y|p-^"-'Mm-i)rfyX

[   [ )]   -(l-W»-l2N(m-l){ JdD]^%dy

Minimizing the quantity (1_A'   _,  for 0 < X < 1 we obtain the estimate

/ \ m-X
1     /     m     \m /  f„ ||2- - Vl|(2-^(m-l))/(m-l) ^

(2.10)     (T(z))m<~ l-^—\    I JdUL   '»(A)"(2N\m-lJ    \ f       *W M dv
\ JdD \\y-z |" "y\\y-

We finally observe that the numerator in (2.10) measures the shape of the

domain near the point z in the sense that if the domain is narrow near z, the

numerator is small. On the other hand the denominator measures the distance
from z to the source h .
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3. The Neumann problem in the half space

In this section we sketch the idea of how to deal with the case when D is

the half space D = {(jci, x2, ... , xn)/xx > 0} .
All the arguments of the previous section can be carried over in this case,

with the only exception of inequality (2.4) because the denominator, in this

case, becomes infinite.
In order to fill this gap we recall that solutions of (1.4) satisfy the following

conservation law:

(3.1) [u(y,t)dy=[  f   h(y, s)dyds + I u0(y)dy = H(t).
JD Jo   JdD JD

Now, to obtain a substitute for (2.4), we consider the problem of minimizing

the functional

J(w)= [ wm(y)AW(y, z)dy
JD

subject to the conditions

w>0, w(y)W(y, z)dy = R,    and        w(y)dy = H.
JD JD

This problem can be solved by using elementary techniques of calculus of

variations. In doing so we get that there exists a positive constant C(m, N)

such that the minimum value M of J(w) subject to the above stated conditions

satisfies
pm+2/N

a^c^N)-^.

Moreover, the constant C(m, N) is given by

r2/N(„\iTm+2/N
\_, l III   ,    1 T    I    -        1111.11     l i

0<a<l

where

C(m, N) = min(IÍ<"(a)/I?+¿/"(a))(I2(a) - /,(<*))
U<a<sl

/,(<*)= / ({\\x\\2 -\\x\\N+2)+)mm-l)dx
J{(x¡ ,...,xs)/xN>-a}

and

/2(«) = / ((ii^ii2-iwr+2)+),/<w-,>Tr^.
J{(xx,...,xN)lxN>-a} \\X\\

Therefore, using the definition of R(t) and (3.1), we have

r Rm+(2/N)(t\
(3.2) J^um(y, t)AW(y, z)dy > C(m,N)   ^2/jV(0   ■

Substituting (3.2) in (2.3) and repeating the integration argument of the pre-

ceding section we get

rT(z) ds

fJtaI to      (Id "oOO dy + J0S !dD h(y,r) dydr)2/»

[     } <m + 2/N-l 1

C(m , N)     (R{0) + ff J8D $L^dyds)m+(2,N)-X

for any 0 < t0 < T(z), which is our estimate for T(z) in this case.
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We note that, in the special case that uo = 0 and h(x, t) = h(x), the same
arguments of the previous section allow us to get the estimate

(T(z))m <K(m,N)-
(¡dDh(y)dy)2lN

it       Hy)    j \m+(2/N)-x
war» \\y-z\\nay)

where K(m, N) is a constant that depends on m and TV only.

We would like to finish this note with the observation that, perhaps, using

a different kernel W(x, z) one could estimate the time T(z) in the case of

more general domains with other type of boundary conditions.
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